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adipose Composed of animal fat.
Adipose tissue constitutes the fat of meat.

burden
A ship’s carrying capacity; tonnage.
The burden of establishing that the authority had misused its powers rests
upon the prosecution.

burdensome Undesirably restrictive.
The burdensome task of preparing the income tax return.

demanding
Requiring more than usually expected or thought due; especially great
patience and effort and skill.
He was a demanding baby and rarely slept through the night.

encumber
Restrict or impede (someone or something) in such a way that free action
or movement is difficult.
They had arrived encumbered with families.

encumbrance A mortgage or other claim on property or assets.
The horse raised its hind leg as if to rid itself of an encumbrance.

fleshy Resembling flesh in appearance or texture.
Her fleshy arms.

gale A storm at sea.
It was blowing a gale.

grueling Characterized by effort to the point of exhaustion; especially physical effort.
A grueling campaign.

laborious Requiring considerable time and effort.
Spent many laborious hours on the project.

lien
A large dark-red oval organ on the left side of the body between the
stomach and the diaphragm; produces cells involved in immune responses.
They may assert a lien claim on your property.

liver Liver of an animal used as meat.
Cholesterol may accumulate in the liver.
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lung

Each of the pair of organs situated within the ribcage, consisting of elastic
sacs with branching passages into which air is drawn, so that oxygen can
pass into the blood and carbon dioxide be removed. Lungs are
characteristic of vertebrates other than fish, though similar structures are
present in some other animal groups.
The city had to be given lungs in the shape of open spaces squares parks
and gardens.

obese Grossly fat or overweight.
One in ten people surveyed were obese.

onerous Not easily borne; wearing.
An onerous lease.

onus An onerous or difficult concern.
The onus is on you to show that you have suffered loss.

overtax Make excessive demands on (a person’s strength, abilities, etc.
Do athletes overtax their hearts.

overweight Put too much weight on; overload.
Two of the top three overweight sectors in the US market.

paunchy Having a large or protruding belly.
A slightly paunchy balding middle aged man.

physical Impelled by physical force especially against resistance.
Physical laws.

rainfall The fall of rain.
Low rainfall.

rainstorm A storm with heavy rain.

reducing
Any process in which electrons are added to an atom or ion as by removing
oxygen or adding hydrogen always occurs accompanied by oxidation of the
reducing agent.
A doctor supervised her reducing.

rotund Spherical in shape.
Her brother was slim where she was rotund.

tissue Tissue paper.
A slim package wrapped in blue tissue.

toilsome Characterized by effort to the point of exhaustion; especially physical effort.
Toilsome chores.

tricky Not to be trusted.
Tricky Dick.

weight A system of units used to express the weight of something.
As he came upstairs the boards creaked under his weight.
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